Mechanistic aspects of the metabolism of 1,3-dichloropropene in rats and mice.
1,3-Dichloropropene (DCP) is used in agriculture for the control of nematodes in a variety of food crops. The major routes of metabolism for this halogenated aliphatic compound involve conjugation with glutathione and oxidation to carbon dioxide. An additional, minor route of metabolism proposed for this compound involves epoxidation to the corresponding 1,3-dichloropropene oxide (DCPO). Recent in vivo studies have provided evidence for the formation of DCPO in mice following intraperitoneal (ip) administration of 350-700 mg of DCP/kg, which is equal to, or exceeds, the reported oral LD(50) for this compound in mice [Schneider, M., et al. (1998) Chem. Res. Toxicol. 11, 1137-1144]. The potential for epoxidation of DCP in rats and mice at lower doses administered orally was therefore examined. Following oral administration of 100 mg of DCP/kg of body weight to F344 rats and B(6)C(3)F(1) mice, no DCPO was found in the liver or blood 0-90 min postdosing at a relatively low detection limit (10 ng/g of tissue). Only very low levels of DCPO were seen following ip administration of 100 mg of DCP/kg of body weight in blood of B(6)C(3)F(1) mice. Substantial levels of DCPO were only seen as a metabolite of DCP following ip administration of 700 mg of DCP/kg to B(6)C(3)F(1) or Swiss-Webster mice. Significant nonlinearity of DCP epoxidation was evident following ip administration, with approximately 130-fold less DCPO in mice given 100 vs 700 mg/kg. The time course of DCPO formation could only be followed for 76 min, due to 100% mortality in Swiss-Webster mice at the 700 mg/kg dose level. The formation of measurable DCPO in mice was also accompanied by acute hepatic damage following ip administration of 100 or 700 mg of DCP/kg to mice. In contrast, no evidence of acute toxicity was noted in mice treated with 100 mg/kg via oral gavage. These data suggest that measurable epoxidation of DCP to DCPO, in the rodent, occurs only at relatively high dose levels which result in acute hepatic injury or death. It was concluded that findings of DCPO formation at lethal doses administered via bolus internal injections do not reflect DCPO formation at lower doses administered via the natural portal of entry.